
CHAPTER 1

(Bar)

- Approach her

- Use pick up line

- Check out Scarlett's chest

- Hell Yes

- Cum on face

CHAPTER 2

(Office)

- If at first you don't succeed

- This may be my only chance to finally have her

- Warn her: Good Alice route

- Don't warn her: Bad Alice route

(Harem is still available with both routes, only some scenes and dialogs are different)

(Date with Elie)

- Stay where you are

- Purple

- The Notebook

- You didn't say

CHAPTER 3

(Office)

- Call Alice to your office

CHAPTER 4

(Sex with Elie)
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- Leave it in/Pull out (choose either)

(Pool party)

- Take a closer look/I'll keep a safe distance (choose either)

CHAPTER 5

(Bar bathroom)

- No, of course not

- Fill her whore mouth

CHAPTER 6

(Samantha pickup)

- Top floor on left (no stat changes either way)

CHAPTER 7

(Office)

- The thought of licking her pussy in front of her husband is just too great

- Best not push it any further

- Pull out/Leave in (choose either)

(Picking up Ava)

- Dodge to the RIGHT

- Dodge to the LEFT

- Dodge to the RIGHT and COUNTER

CHAPTER 8

- Try and let her down easy, she is after all 18.

CHAPTER 9

(Home)

- See if Ava was telling the truth
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- I have come this far, I really want to see them in all their glory.

- Her nipples are so inviting, maybe just a touch.

- move on?

- No futher, this is crazy! ( Mother attacks if you pick other one)

CHAPTER 10

(Yoga)

- Yes, but so I can get a closer look!

- Really? You want me to touch them?

- Quietly make your way towrds her, she encourages danger and you love it.

- Go for her exposed breast?

(Dinner) I did all three. great sences.

Path 1 Solo with mom + sex with Sofia

- Offer Caution.

- Encourage her.

- No way (whatever you named mom) would notice if I just lean back a bit.

- I'll just be gentle.

- Really, a verbal apology is all that is necessary.

- Offer Caution.

- See if you were right. (your choice)

- Leave in! (your choice)

- OH MY FUCKING GOD YES!!!

- (your choice)

- Leave in! (Your choice)

- END OF GAME FOR NOW
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Path 2 - this leads too 3 way with Mindy + Quicky with Sofia.

- Offer Caution.

- No way (whatever you named mom) would notice if I just lean back a bit.

- I'll just be gentle.

- Hmmm, I'd really like her to show me.

- Had enough?

- I just can't!

- Encourage her.

- See if you were right.

- Move on? (your choice)

- (your choice)

- I should definitly see what my cock has to say!

-Fill her up! (your choice)

-END OF GAME FOR NOW

Path 3 Mindy sexy only.

- Encourage her.

- Encourage her.

- No way (whatever you named mom) would notice if I just lean back a bit.

- I just can't! 

- Encourage her.

- damit I'm so weak!

- END OF GAME FOR NOW
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